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PANEL I
Presentation by 

Investigative Journalists

PANEL II
Exchange of views with 
European Commissioners 
Moscovici and Jourova





 
 

 

15:00 - 15:05 Welcome by the PANA Chair 

 

15:05 - 15.35 Panel I: Presentation with Investigative Journalists 
(at 10 minutes each) 
 

 

 Kristof Clerix (Knack magazine, Belgium), Investigative journalist and member of 

the Paradise Papers team 

 Simon Bowers (The Guardian, UK), Investigative journalist and member of the 

Paradise Papers team 

 Jan Strozyk (Norddeutscher Rundfunk/ NDR, Germany), Investigative Journalist 

and member of the Paradise-Papers team  

15.35 - 16.30 Discussion with PANA Members  

16:30 - 16:50 Panel II: Exchange of views with European 

Commissioners (at 10 minutes each)  

 

 Pierre Moscovici, Member of the European Commission responsible for Economic 

and Financial Affairs, Taxation and Customs 
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 Věra Jourová, Member of the European Commission responsible for Justice, 

Consumers and Gender Equality 

 

16.50 - 17.55 Discussion with PANA Members 

17:55 - 18:00 Conclusions by the PANA Chair 
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Kristof Clerix
Kristof Clerix, Belgium, works as an investigative reporter for the Belgian weekly news
magazine Knack. He specialises in security related topics.

Clerix has worked as a journalist in Belgium since 2002. After two years freelancing for the
Belgian daily De Morgen, he joined the team of MO*, a Belgian monthly magazine on
international affairs. There he reported from more than 40 countries, including Albania,
Armenia, the Baltic States, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Georgia, Kosovo, Moldova, Morocco, the
disputed region of Nagorno Karabakh, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, the disputed region
Transnistria and Ukraine.

He has written substantially on security topics such as terrorism, international
police cooperation, intelligence, NATO, EU defense policy, drug smuggling, human
trafficking, illegal arms dealing, nuclear proliferation, city gangs, energy and pipelines,
geopolitics and frozen conflicts.

In 2006, Clerix wrote the book "Vrij Spel", on the activities of foreign secret services operating
in Belgium, host country to the NATO headquarters and European institutions. His second
book, "Spionage. Doelwit: Brussel", on Cold War espionage was published in 2013.

Clerix is regularly contacted by international media to comment on the Belgian security
apparatus. He wrote several contributions for The Guardian, on the fight against terrorism in
the heart of Europe.

In 2013 Clerix joined ICIJ. He contributed to Lux Leaks, Swiss Leaks, Evicted and Abandoned,
the Panama Papers and Bahamas Leaks. Clerix has represented ICIJ at several international
conferences, organised by Europol, the European Parliament, and the Financial Transparency
Coalition. In 2016 Clerix started working for the news magazine Knack, focusing on
international muckracking. Next to ICIJ collaborations, Clerix worked on several other cross
border investigative projects, including the MEPs project and Security For Sale.
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For more than a decade, Clerix has been an active volunteer with the VVOJ, the Flemish Dutch
Association for Investigative Journalists.

In 2005, Clerix won the Investigative Journalism Award for Young Journalists handed out by
the VVOJ. In 2010, he was awarded the European Young Journalist Award for Belgium, a
prize by the European Commission. In 2015 he won the Investigative Journalism Award of
VVOJ.

Source : https://www.icij.org
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Simon Bowers
Simon Bowers has been a reporter for
the ICIJ on its Paradise Papers project.

He was previously senior financial
reporter, specializing in investigations,
for The Guardian newspaper, where he
worked for almost 20 years. Topics he
has covered include generic medicine
price-fixing cartels, the laundering of gold linked to war lords, Big Oil pledges on
climate change and the Icelandic banking bubble.

Bowers has helped exposed tax evasion and avoidance strategies that have cost
governments billions of dollars in lost taxes. He has spent many years on the trail of
white collar criminals.

He was involved in other ICIJ projects including Luxleaks and Panama Papers.

Source : https://www.icij.org
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Jan Lukas Strozyk - short biography

Jan Lukas Strozyk is an investigative Journalist working

with Norddeutscher Rundfunk, a German public news

broadcaster. His main field of interest is business reporting,

with a strong focus on the financial industry, money laundering

and tax cases. He specialized in data driven reporting and

analyses of large data sets. He was part of reporting teams in

Offshore Leaks China, Luxembourg Leaks, Swiss Leaks, the

Panama Papers and the Paradise Papers. Before his journalistic

career, Jan earned a master’s degree in Islamic studies and American studies and studied Arabic and

Turkish in Syria and Ankara. His work was honored with the Deutscher Fernsehpreis in 2017, the

most renowned German prize for TV Journalists. He was named one of Germany’s “Top 30 under

30” journalists in 2014 and member of the “Newsroom of the year” in 2013.
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The Paradise Papers

PANA Committee, 28 November 2017
Simon Bowers, Kristof Clerix, Jan Strozyk
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• Introduction – What are the Paradise Papers?
• Germany
• Offshore industry, gambling and banks – a

quick case study
• Greece, Italy, France
• Belgium, Slovenia, Denmark, Finland, the

Netherlands, Norway, Lithuania
• Nike, Apple and other multinationals
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What are the Paradise Papers?

• 13.4m files / 1.4 Terabyte of data
• ½ of files relate to law firm Appleby / Estera
• Plus: 19 corporate registries
• Plus: Asiaciti files
• Time frame covered: 1950-2016
• 96 media outlets / 381 journalists / 67

countries
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What are the Paradise Papers?

• 120.000+ customers in Appleby data base
• 120+ politicians and world leaders
• 100+ multinational companies from almost all

industries
• Strong focus on Europe: Isle of Man, Malta,

Netherlands, Luxembourg…
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Germany: Important cases

• Engelhorn: a classical tale of high scale tax
evasion

• Meininger: Multinational company using
simple ways to shift profits to low-tax
jurisdiction

• Schröder, Leibrecht, Carstensen: Three
politicians‘ involvements w/ shell companies
show that they are „the new normal“
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Offshore industry, gambling and banks

• Online gambling highly regulated / illegal in
most EU countries

• High-risk environment re: money laundering,
also high health risks

• Offshore jurisdictions such as IoM, Malta,
Gibraltar are used to bypass regulations

• European banks help with payment processing
• No regulatory authority feels responsible
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Offshore industry, gambling and banks

1. Gambler from Germany registers at IoM
online gambling site w/o license in GER

2. Gambler pays money into German bank
account of IoM gambling co. or affiliated
payment processor

3. Illegal gambling takes place
4. Online casino pays out incriminated money

through non-German bank, money is
basically laundered
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Greece

• Appleby dealt with someone very close to major
political party leader in Greece, showing that PEP
controll processes still do not work

• Data shows lack of due diligence in the shipping
sector, with one ship owner who allegedly
manipulated stocks and was under investigation

• Offshore entities from Cayman gave loans to
bank, raising questions re: equity basis of bank
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Italy

• Data shows Italians used IoM scheme to avoid
VAT on aircraft

• Compliance processes at offshore providers
like Appleby still flawed: client asks to delete
traces of funds, papertrails avoided, very
opaque dealings, Jersey co.‘s involved, lots of
red flags ignored, no one noticed or wanted to
notice
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France

• Dassault Aviation helps clients to profit from
„zero VAT system“

• Electricity company ENGIE saved tens of
millions in tax when it bought share in UK co.

• US multinational Whirlpool closes factory in
France, intesively uses low tax jurisdictions

• HNWI from France use „Maltese Leasing“ to
pay little VAT on yachts, boats
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Belgium
• Belgian Gaming Commission launched

investigation into pokersite Betway
• www.betway.be is legal because it received

license.
• Behind Maltese company Betway Limited there is

an offshore structure on the BVI.
• Questions about real owners and origin of money
• Gaming Commission sometimes hands out

licenses to gambling websites without knowing
who is UBO behind companies.
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Belgium

• Through Belgian Corporation for International
Investment, the Belgian state has been shareholder of
a BVI offshore for past 18 years (used to invest in a port
development project in Vietnam).

• In its financial statements it never mentioned the BVI.
• Finance minister Van Overtveldt: withdraw or liquidate
• Head of finance administration board member of

SBI/BMI for ten years. He says he didn't know Vietnam
investment was channelled through BVI.
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Slovenia
• Former head of tax office is helping Slovenes

move assets far away from the tax office's eyes.
• Links between a corporate provider in Cyprus and

the former director general of the Slovenian
national tax office who is now running a tax
consultancy business.

• At least 11 of the 14 companies run by nominees
of this corporate provider in Cyprus are related to
Slovenia.

• At least 2 of those owe or have owed taxes to the
tax office.
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Denmark

• The state funded Danish Investment Fund for
Developing Countries (IFU) has been using tax
havens to invest in developing countries.

• Denmark is one of the frontrunners in the
political fight against tax havens but through
IFU it uses tax havens for investments.

• Experts point at risk that by investing through
tax havens like Cayman Islands it is harder for
developing countries to collect local tax.
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Finland

• The Finnish state owned development
finance company Finnfund is funding two
projects through Appleby.

• One of them is a forest project in Asia which is
managed by a fund registered in the Cayman
Islands.

• The Fund, Tropical Asia Forest Fund shares the
address with Appleby, Cayman Islands.
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Finland

• Nordea bank loaned billions of euros to shipping
companies that owns vessels in secrecy
jurisdictions such as Bermuda, Cyprus, Panama,
BVI, the Cayman Islands and the Isle of Man.

• In the Panama Papers, Nordea was shown to have
helped hundreds of its customers to set up tax-
sheltered companies in offshore accounts.

• In the Paradise Papers, Nordea was shown to
have lent a significant amount of money to
customers based in tax havens.
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The Netherlands

• The Dutch development bank loans to
companies in secrecy jurisdictions, which
argue that to lower operational costs tax
avoidance might be necessary.

• Ethical dilemma: should paying tax to local
authorities be part and parcel of any
investment, or should low operational costs
take preference.
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The Netherlands

• Trouw and Financieel Dagblad published a tax
ruling on Procter&Gamble, the first Dutch ruling
ever to come out in the open.

• Incorrect procedures: ruling (dealing with almost
700 million dollar) was signed by local tax officer
instead of specialized team that should have
signed it.

• The ministry of Finance has ordered a review of
4000 rulings that are to be exchanged with other
EU countries.
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Norway
• Not member of the EU but relevant story:
• The European Bank of Reconstruction and

Development (EBRD) invested 21,4 million dollar in a
Russian mining project.

• EBRD is owned by 66 countries, as well as the
European Union and the European Investment Bank.

• The EBRD never discovered that one of the owners in
the company was wanted for fraud and running from
the law.

• The money disappeared through a complicated
offshore structure in what experts believe was a
"massive and well-planned scam".
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Lithuania

• Antanas Guoga, Member of the European
Parliament and former poker celebrity, covertly
sold his poker news media company to
PokerStars, the leading player in the online poker
market.

• Running for the EP, Guoga never disclosed his
financial ties to PokerStars. He argues the law did
not require this kind of disclosure.

• Guoga also says he was limited by the
confidentiality clause in the agreement.
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Several EU countries

• use of the Isle of Man for refund of VAT on
purchase of private jets
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The Paradise Papers
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Apple, tax and secrecy
- Simon Bowers, International Consortium of Investigative Journalists
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Background
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The goal of international tax reform

• “Once the measures are implemented, many schemes facilitating
double non-taxation will be curtailed. The implementation of the
BEPS package will better align the location of taxable profits with the
location of economic activities and value creation, and improve the
information available to tax authorities to apply their tax laws
effectively.”

– Source: OECD anti-BEPS tax reform Explanatory statement
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So where is value created at Apple?
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Tim Cook 2013

• “You might be surprised
to learn that much of
that innovation takes
place in a single U.S. Zip
code—95014. That is
Cupertino, California,
where we have built an
amazing team, the
brightest, most creative
people on the planet.”
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Tim Cook 2013

• “You might be surprised
to learn that much of
that innovation takes
place in a single U.S. Zip
code—95014. That is
Cupertino, California,
where we have built an
amazing team, the
brightest, most creative
people on the planet.”

So where are Apple profits recorded?
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The contribution of “Irish” company Apple Sales International
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The contribution of “Irish” company Apple Sales International

US Senate committee reveal details
of Apple’s Irish tax structure

Why didn’t we
know know about
ASI before the
U.S. Senate
investigation in
2013?
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Inside Apple Sales International
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What was hidden behind in the Irish unlimited company ASI?

Source: EC state aid case, final decision

Apple’s big secret: Because ASI was
not tax resident anywhere in the
world it paid almost no tax
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What was hidden behind in the Irish unlimited company ASI?

Source: EC state aid case, final decision

Apple’s big secret: Because ASI was
not tax resident anywhere in the
world it paid almost no tax

Ireland later conceded loose rules
around tax residency of Irish
companies was “damaging the
reputation of many countries” –
and initiated a series of reforms.
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What was hidden behind in the Irish unlimited company ASI?

Source: EC state aid case, final decision

Apple’s big secret: Because ASI was
not tax resident anywhere in the
world it paid almost no tax

Ireland later conceded loose rules
around tax residency of Irish
companies was “damaging the
reputation of many countries” –
and initiated a series of reforms.

That forced Apple to start looking
for a new tax structure…
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Inside the Paradise Papers
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• Confirm that an Irish company can conduct management activities (such as board meetings, signing of
important contracts) without being subject to taxation in your jurisdiction.

• Is there a credible opposition party or movement that may replace the current government?

• Does your firm offer the use of boardroom facilities for holding board meetings, and what would the charge be
for use of the facilities?

• What information is publicly visible (e.g., through the companies registry or equivalent) when a company is
registered in your jurisdiction.

• Are there any developments suggesting that the law may change in an unfavorable way in the foreseeable
future?

Apple sent a questionnaire to six jurisdictions where offshore law firm Appleby had offices. Questions included:

Paradise Papers disclosures

Source: Apple questions to Appleby BVI, Cayman, Bermuda, Guernsey, Isle of Man and Jersey
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Source:
internal
Appleby
email

Secrecy remains important to Apple
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Source:
internal
Appleby
email

Secrecy remains important to Apple

After shopping around, Apple select Jersey as the
new tax residency for ASI and another subsidiary
called Apple Operations International…
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AOI appears in Appleby files on Jersey

Source: internal Appleby document
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AOI appears in Appleby files on Jersey

Source: internal Appleby document

Note: AOI and ASI are still Irish companies. But they are adopting tax
residency in the tax haven of Jersey — and doing so less than three
months AFTER Ireland has announced plans to ban this behaviour

because it is reputationally damaging
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What happen next?
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The secret sale of IP

Apple Irish
CompanyASI

Intangible property rights

>$200 billion
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The secret sale of IP

Apple Irish
CompanyASI

Intangible property rights

>$200 billion

Proceeds from the sale go
untaxed in Jersey

Cost of the sale generate years of tax write-
offs under generous new IP acquisition rules
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The secret sale of IP

Apple Irish
CompanyASI

Intangible property rights

>$200 billion

The cost to Apple of this sale is, of course, NOTHING
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A big clue: Ireland’s GDP jumps 26% in 2015,
boosted by close to $270bn of intangible

assets
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A big clue: Ireland’s GDP jumps 26% in 2015,
boosted by close to $270bn of intangible

assets

What was the tax impact of Apple’s new tax structure?
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Tax impact
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What happened to Apple's tax rates?

U.S. federal rate ETR Cash ETR Foreign ETR

Apple’s Irish
reorganisation
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Early next year it is likely that Apple’s offshore cash will have doubled since the 2014/15 restructuring
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